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Expanded Noun Phrases
Part A 
An expanded noun phrase tells you more about the noun. For example, the 
noun phrase a parrot could be expanded to a colourful parrot. 

Example:

a parrot

a colourful parrot

the snake

 

the leopard

 

the orangutan

 

a rhino

 

a rainforest

 

Look at each picture. Can you add adjectives to the noun phrase to create an 
expanded noun phrase? 

Can you add more than one adjective to these noun phrases to add even more detail? 
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Part B 
An expanded noun phrase tells you more about the noun. 

Example:

Write a description of this picture. Use expanded noun phrases in your 
description. In your description, think about how Ronald looks, the sounds he 
makes, how he feels and how Python looks and acts.

The silly rhino slid along the rough forest floor. His big tummy scraped along 
the ground...

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

Ronald is a rhino.

Ronald is a strong, powerful rhino.

Expanded Noun Phrases
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Expanded Noun Phrases
Read the story of ‘Ronald the Rhino’ again. Can you find any expanded noun phrases in the 
story? Write those you find below.

 

Challenge Task
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Expanded Noun Phrases Answers
Part A 
An expanded noun phrase tells you more about the noun. For example, the 
noun phrase a parrot could be expanded to a colourful parrot. 

Example:

a parrot

a colourful parrot

the snake

Example answer: the patterned snake

the leopard

Example answer: the sleepy leopard

the orangutan

Example answer: the clever, cheeky orangutan

a rhino

Example answer: a strong rhino

a rainforest

Example answer: a thick, lush rainforest

Look at each picture. Can you add adjectives to the noun phrase to create an 
expanded noun phrase? 

Can you add more than one adjective to these noun phrases to add even more detail? 
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Expanded Noun Phrases Answers
Part B 
Write a description of this picture. Use expanded noun phrases in your 
description. In your description, think about how Ronald looks, the sounds he 
makes, how he feels and how Python looks and acts.

Read the story of ‘Ronald the Rhino’ again. Can you find any expanded noun phrases in the 
story? Write those you find below.

 

Challenge Task

Example answer: The silly rhino slid along the rough forest floor. His big tummy 
scraped along the ground. As he moved, he made a loud groaning noise. The 
beautiful, patterned python watched from the tree. He giggled as he watched the 
heavy rhino. The thick, oozing mud splashed over the sad rhino as he moved. 

• dusky grey skin

• beautiful horn

• fallen fruits

• damp forest floor

• beautiful spots

• yellowish fur

• dark brownish dots

• dense forest

• smooth patterned skin

• terrible sound

• young rhino

• rough jungle ground

• grand trait

• great armour

• mystery animal

• beautiful stream

• wet ground


